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BASIC GUIDE ANALYSIS OF THE CANTERBURY LOCAL PLAN 

2045 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This analysis and summary, is a guide to the Canterbury Draft Local Plan to 2045. It is 
compiled by Thanington Parish Council with extra information kindly added by our Ward 
Councillor Nick Eden Green, with his knowledge of the Planning system and local area.  

The purpose is as an aid and summarise the documents currently available for the Public 
Consultation into a useable summary. This is because the Draft Plan and the supporting 
documents are large and complex, and also time is short for a response. This is a basic guide 
document, and for further information. Please study and use the FULL DOCUMENTS on 
the Draft Plan for further details. The information here is for guidance only and the views 
you express must be your own. 

It raises some points that are only intended to assist in the issues and consultation response 
to the plan, and they are no way considered the finite, or the only responses. It is more 
of a helpful guide, and question prompter.  

The details of our specific Thanington area, and how to comment, are covered in 
another supporting document on the TPC WEBSITE which goes into the local detail of the 
proposals 

The public consultation will end on 16th Jan 2023, and the FULL DOCUMENTS are 
available on the City Council Website and also accessible via the Thanington Parish 
Council Website under LOCAL PLAN. It is supported by this and a further explanatory 
document, with the focus on those aspects of the local plan that PARTICULARLY affects 
our Thanington area.  

It is important that people express their views, whatever they may be, to ensure that there 
is some local input into the development of our area in the future. That it is what Local 
people want,  and generated from Local Knowledge. 

It will be too late when the Local Plan is put up for consideration by the Planning 
inspector, as then it will be impossible to change or affect the content in any meaningful 
way. 
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BASIC INFORMATION ON THE 2045 DRAFT LOCAL PLAN CONTENT: 

1/ The current (2017) LP takes us up to 2040 and proposes 16k new dwellings.  These are 

concentrated on   E, S and W fringes of Canterbury.  Approx. 1500 in Hersden, 1300 Sturry 

/Broadoak, 1100 Littlebourne Rd, 4000 S Canterbury, 1300 Thanington.  With the ‘windfall sites’, 

about 10k in all.  This is designed to meet the “big ticket road” schemes required by KCC i.e. Sturry 

bypass, Bridge A2 junction, Wincheap 4th slip.  

 1st takeaway.  There are already approx. 10k dwellings in current LP in South and East Canterbury 

these will be additional to that figure. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• Can, and will, the existing  promised infrastructure above, be delivered as detailed in the 

existing 2017 Local Plan?  

• The promised 4th Slip Road in Thanington is very unlikely to be delivered. What is the true 

position with that? 

• The promised Health care facility on the Thanington site is not being delivered. Why is that 

and what happened to the monies provisioned for that? 

 

2/ New LP up to 2045, proposes a further 13k dwellings in addition to those 16k already planned 

(Government requirement is for 9k additional for Canterbury district).  Thus 29k more dwellings in 

the Canterbury district by 2045 (likely to be further increased in future LP revisions possibly with 

issues with identified sites etc. and plan revisions in the future?).   

Of the new 13k dwellings the concentration will again be on Canterbury, especially S Canterbury.  

Approx 6k in Canterbury city southern suburbs often adjoining 2017 plan sites.  (Note most city car 

parks to be sold off for housing.)  A further 4540 in southern villages – 3200 Adisham, 170 Chartham, 

150 Hersden, 350 Littlebourne, 250 Sturry, 420 Aylesham, 4540.  With windfall sites about a further 

5k.  Note Whitstable (mainly Chestfield) gets 2k plus a secondary school and Herne Bay  gets 246 

plus a secondary school. Herne Bay is the place that needs regeneration! 
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Thanington NEW Sites Proposed in the DRAFT Local Plan 2045 (In Blue) 

 

2nd takeaway.  Of the 13k new dwellings, 6k+5k=11k are in Canterbury and southern villages.  Thus 

21k total in Canterbury and to the immediate south from 2017 LP and new LP.  This could double 

the size of Canterbury. Canterbury city currently has approx. 24k dwellings 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• Is this approach supported by the population of Canterbury? It should be,  the local 

population normally have a good idea of issues and what is required in their area? 

• Can it be delivered in the time scale? Canterbury’s current LP requires 800 dwellings per 

year from 2017. It is currently delivering approx. 65% and it is now in special development 

measures due to this poor performance. The Draft Local Plan calls for a delivery of over 

1100 dwellings per year. How is it proposed to achieve this when the Council is not in 

strong control of delivery targets - developers are? 

• Our Draft Local Neighbourhood Plan for Thanington, identified the EXACT OPPOSITE of the 

proposals in the NEW DRAFT LP as the wishes of local people. With an average agreement 

of 95% in favour of our local proposals in the consultation response. 

 

3/ This is to produce cash for a southern or eastern bypass.  But the route is not finalised.  Cost 

shown as £163m but this is highly unrealistic as it’s unlikely to be built before 2040 with no idea of 

inflation.  Source of finance wholly unclear.  NB The Ebbsfleet proposed new garden city of 15k 

dwellings. has £530m from central Government for infrastructure improvements, despite having M2, 

M25, High Speed rail and river existing infrastructure.  £530m for half the number of houses.  We 
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have nothing.  NB total costs of infrastructure improvements in new LP shown as £234m but many 

TBC so unknown. Just the cost of the Eastern Bypass could be over £300 million at today’s prices 

3rd takeaway.  Plan must not proceed until bypass issue absolutely resolved and guaranteed 

otherwise we may get the houses but not the infrastructure. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• What has really driven the housing target for Canterbury? 9k required as against 13k+ 

proposed?  Is the proposed figure driven solely by infrastructure delivery not housing 

numbers required  for Canterbury and of the right type and in the right place? 

• How is the costing for the infrastructure required for the Draft LP been carried out, and 

what does it include and how will it be provided?  That information surely is key to the 

delivery of any strategic plan? 

•  

4/ Canterbury’s major traffic problem is the ring road and feeder roads to it.  All essentially on the S 

side of the city.  The bypass may remove through traffic on the A28 but will do nothing for those in 

the new housing estates being proposed who will need to travel to the centre. 

4th takeaway.  Concentrating 21k dwellings on the southern side of the city is folly as it will add to 

the congestion problem we already have. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• The proposed eastern bypass will have very little effect on the Traffic  on the A28. There is 

no real major infrastructure planned on this side of the City in the Draft LP.  What is the 

proposal to deal with that Issue? Thanington area could have an additional 4500 homes if 

the proposals in the Current LP and Draft LP are followed through, with all that it brings. 

• The problem of congestion is here now and will only get worse with major expansion. 

What is the sequence of infrastructure delivery? It needs to be done NOW not after so 

many additional homes have significantly added to the issue?  

• The vague details on improvements to the existing road structure are at best 

problematical to deliver?  What detail has been looked at regarding the basic actual 

delivery of these? ( e.g. the 4th Slip Road proposal, that turned out to be not to standard, 

and also under costed for a realistic solution?) 

5/ The basis of the LP is a ‘call for sites’ or the SHLAA process.  Developers effectively decide to plan 

and shape the future of our district.  No professional town planner has been involved.  The sites are 

an uncoordinated rash of housing estates put up by competing developers who have no interest in 

cooperating over providing local facilities.  The sites will be fundamentally unsustainable as none will 

be large enough alone to support a range of local shops, frequent bus service, medical, social, sports 

facilities etc.  They will not have the critical population mass to do so commercially.  This will add to 

the traffic as they seek the facilities they need in central Canterbury.  The bypass will be irrelevant. 

5th takeaway.  There is no masterplan or strategic thinking. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• What is the process for verifying the suitability of an individual site? This would appear to 

have been done on a very simplistic basis? Were local opinions taken into account, and the 
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issues of the sites, and support requirements, and deliverability taken into account 

sufficiently, before they were accepted? 

• What is the strategic approach to the location and acceptance of a site? There does not 

appear to have been sufficient rigour carried out on this for some sites to have justified 

inclusion? 

• Was the main driver on this a begging bowl approach to ensure that sufficient sites were 

included to match the housing numbers required?  

• In the original LP vision, the preferred option, was 17k HOUSES, to provide sufficient 

developer contributed funding, for the required infrastructure.  In the Draft LP it is now 

13K HOUSES?  How is the infrastructure with that number to be funded and can that 

funding level be met?  

 

6/ This has led to the ZONING idea which is based on Ghent, a city 8 times larger than Canterbury, 

with an extensive bus and tram network, 9 P&R sites, city centre car parks and which is flat, making 

cycling easy and the norm.  However, in Warrington, a town 3 times bigger than Canterbury, a 

zoning idea was put forward, but rapidly dropped after public anger.  The Transport Topic paper 

contains details of the zoning plan.  Interestingly, this is not even mentioned in the draft LP itself.  

The 5 zones are central, Wincheap, Barton, Northgate and St Dunstans/St Stephens. 

It recognises the ‘modal shift’ idea has failed.  It requires the eastern bypass (see above), new slip 

roads at Harbeldown A2, Bridge A2 and Stuppington Lane A2 at new Merton Park site.  There would 

be modal filters (ANPR CAMERAS, ROAD BLOCKERS ETC) to prevent travel from one zone to another 

with the ANPR cameras raising fines for those transgressing.  Thus to get from Barton to Station 

Road West you would travel out on the New Dover Road, join the A2 at the Bridge junction, travel to 

the new junction at Harbledown, along Rough Common Road, then down Whitstable Road.   

Most city centre car parks will be sold off with a reliance on fringe of city parking and P&R.  The 

coach park would be relocated to the New Dover Road P&R with tourists forced to make a second 

bus journey.  There will be another P&R site in the Merton Park development.  All P&R sites will thus 

need to be 24/7 yet we have just closed the Sturry Road P&R because we can’t afford to run it.  
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Basic City zoning Proposal in Draft Local Plan (Traffic Topic Paper) 

6th takeaway.  This will turn Canterbury into 5 ghettos with hugely longer car journeys to travel 

from one to another.  It will be costly to use.  It relies on P&R which we currently subsidise heavily 

and a commercially viable public transport system.  It will be difficult for tourists and disruptive 

for residents. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• Is the comparison with Ghent valid as a model for Canterbury?  Ghent has a COMPLETE 

ring road in fact it has 2, an inner and outer ring road and was developed over a significant 

number of years in preparation with the changeover in 1 day, when all other requirements 

were in place. It also has a developed public transport system and easily accessible points 

of entry to the city centre. It also requires an IT APP to access the area BEFORE YOU 

ARRIVE so all vehicles have a logged ID 

• The ZONING SYSTEM requires a Ring Road. Is that shown on the proposal?  How will that 

be done? There is NO defined true ring road for this Canterbury. If you study the North 

and North East of the plan and know the area the roads shown are not suitable for major 

traffic flow and will be key to the system working.  

• Is the detail for this sufficient to evaluate the scheme’s deliverability?  There appears to be 

no cost estimate for it and the details shown in the TRAFFIC TOPIC PAPER are certainly 

worth looking at. They show what else rather than just the ZONE and supposed Ring Road 

will be required 

• How will this affect individual personal journeys, accessibility and distances travelled?  

Consider some journeys you make quite often, and visualise what you would have to do to 

achieve them, if this was in place, distance travelled, accessibility  etc?  Also check the 

details in the TRAFFIC TOPIC PAPER  for the MODAL FILTERS details,  which are essentially 

BLOCKERS, PHYSICAL and ANPR, and how they may also affect you? 

• Will it actually help with reducing vehicle use or just put vehicles onto existing Routes that 

already overloaded? 

7/ The ‘preferred option’ out of  the 6 in number, considered ,on which this LP plan was ostensibly 

based, was actually the least preferred option from the 6 options offered by the 2020 

consultation.  8.6% agreed it and 65.8% disagreed it. 

7th takeaway.  This is not what people want.  It makes nonsense of the consultation process which 

was an empty exercise. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• What was the process for the preferred option being chosen,  when it was the least 

favoured?   

• How much was spent on detailing this proposal regarding consultants and council labour 

costs when there was no real consensus for it by the consultation?  The Council is in debt, 

as most Local Authorities are struggling with, so surely more prudent use of funds on more 

representative proposals could have been made, even if they were not direct authority 

monies??? 

• The consultation process for the Draft Plan Vision was an IT/DIGITAL consultation which 

only garnered a very meagre response? Was this the right method and how well was it 

communicated and accessible to Canterbury’s population?  We have the same system 

employed again of the Draft LP>  
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8th takeaway.  This LP is entirely politically driven by a minority group of Cllrs from the coast 

pushing unpopular development into Canterbury. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• Why is it that the option chosen was Canterbury, centred when there are no Canterbury  

City area councillors on the Council Executive?  There seems to be some issue here, when 

the locations of the proposed sites are studied, and then the location of the Executive 

Committee ward members noted?  Should this have been carried out more transparently 

when considering the option, and the subsequent proposals in the Draft LP? 

 

9th takeaway.  The value of our heritage assets to our economy, never mind their value to  

Canterbury residents which make it a good place to live, has been largely downplayed.  The 2017 

LP devoted 32 pages to heritage related issues and policies.  The draft LP has 3. 

Some Possible clarification points for consideration? 

• Canterbury has WORLD HERITAGE STATUS and relies on that to generate a significant part 

of its economic function. Will these proposals affect that Status and subsequent effect on 

the economy?  Other cities notably Liverpool had their WHS revoked because of 

unsympathetic development.  What risk is that for Canterbury if this Draft LP is adopted? 

• Should HERITAGE CONSIDERATIONS be just confined to the City?  The surrounding area 

plays a big part in our Heritage and as virtually all of the sites are on green field land, and 

in some cases Grade 1 Agricultural land, they will have a probable significant impact on 

that. 

IS THERE ANOTHER WAY? 

Just one possible idea? 

We need to employ a professional town planner to consider a new town/garden city/15 minute city 

to meet the housing figures demanded by the government.  This should be done in coordination 

with neighbouring councils facing broadly similar problems.  A development of 15-20k dwellings 

should be considered which would have the critical mass to be genuinely self sustaining.  We should 

look to ‘sweat the assets’ of the A2, the Thanet Way and HS rail line.  Ebbsfleet  (as mentioned 

above) shows this can be done as in other new towns in Britain.  The location is bound to be 

unpopular – development always is - but it is a solution that must be professionally evaluated. 

10th takeaway.  There is a solution.  

 

PREPARED BY  

THANINGTON PARISH COUNCIL 

AND ASSISTED BY CANTERBURY WARD COUNCILLOR NICK EDEN-GREEN 

Dec.  2022 

 

                                            


